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ENTSOG Transparency platform

Dynamic map, data on:

- cross border interconnection points
- in-country interconnection points
- LNG entry/exit points
- Distribution points
- Final consumers points
- Virtual trading points
- Production points
- Transport
- Tariffs
- Directions
ENTSOG Transparency platform

Dynamic map, data per:

- Point, zone, calendar, operator
- Hour, day, period
- Indicators: capacity, nomination, renomination, allocation, physical flow, GCV, Wobe index, interruption
- Announcements, planned interruptions

https://transparency.entsog.eu
Gas Infrastructure Europe is a representative organisation towards the European Institutions (European Commission, European Parliament, Council of the European Union) as well as the European bodies of regulators (ERGEG, CEER) and other stakeholders.

GIE was formally established on 10 March 2005 as a legally independent and non-profit association with official statutes. Its Secretariat is based in Brussels.

GIE - Gas Infrastructure Europe - is representing 68 member companies from 25 countries, gathering operators of gas infrastructures across Europe: transmission pipelines, storage facilities and LNG terminals.

- voluntary, free of charge, commercial sensitivity respected
- 31 SSOs ≈ 76 Bcm ≈ 85% of EU technical storage capacity
- EU 28 + Ukraine
- On-line daily data available:
  - Total Technical Maximum Capacity, Total Maximum Injection, Total Maximum Withdrawal, Current Level, % of remaining capacity, Daily storage increase or decrease in % and in mcm, status of data
  - Historical data, weekly, monthly, yearly graphs
  - Planned maintenance, unplanned outages

https://transparency.gie.eu
Thank you for your attention!

www.energy-community.org